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Abstract This paper presents the analytical and simulation responses of the closed orbit distortion in the

SSRF storage ring to random and plane wave like magnet vibrations respectively. It is shown that the use of

girder is very beneficial in the view of suppressing this response function. Effect of the independently supported

gradient bending magnets to the closed orbit response is given. An analytic formula is written to give a rough

estimate of the closed orbit distortion due to ground motion, taking into account the closed orbit response

function and girder transfer function. As an example, the result of SSRF case is given.
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1 Introduction

The Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(SSRF) is an intermediate energy synchrotron light

source now under construction and commission-

ing[1, 2]. For achieving high brilliance, the SSRF stor-

age ring has been optimized with low emittance lat-

tice, thus the vertical beam size at insertion devices

is on the µm level. However, the designed perfor-

mances would be deteriorated in the real situation if

the beam orbit is unstable, which is caused by nu-

merous noise sources surrounding the storage ring.

Among these noise sources, ground vibration might

be the most important one for the SSRF case. The

ground vibration would be transferred to the storage

ring magnet vibration and amplified to orbit variation

by the strong focusing lattice.

In our study, we only take into account the

quadropole vibrations, because this contribution is

the main one and thus gives the most stringent tol-

erance. After a generic orbit stability requirement at

the photon source points and noise sources investiga-

tion at the SSRF site, we calculate, in the presence

of girder or not, the closed orbit distortion (COD) re-

sponse to two types of noise sources, random in-situ

and external plane wave like magnet vibrations. Af-

ter that comparison of the response functions of the

combined function and the separated function lattices

is shown. Finally, we construct a strategy to system-

atically evaluate the ground motion effect on orbit

stability and the result of the SSRF case is given.

2 Lattice of the SSRF storage ring

Table 1 shows the major lattice parameters of the

SSRF storage ring relevant to this work.

The SSRF storage ring is a four-fold symmetry

structure. Each super period includes five DBA cells,

with one 12.0 m distributed dispersion straight sec-

tion and four 6.5 m distributed dispersion straight

sections. Fig. 1 shows the schematic layout of one

double bend lattice cell of the storage ring[2]. Each

cell contains five sets of girder assembly, two for inde-

pendently supporting bending magnets, and three for

supporting quadrupole groups at center section and

end sections.

Table 1. Major parameters of SSRF storage ring.

beam energy circumference natural emittance beta functions straight sections betatron tunes
/GeV /m εx0/(nm·rad) at the center of (βx/βy)/m Qx/Qy

3.5 432 3.90 10.0/6.0 (long) 3.6/2.5 (short) 22.22/11.32
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Fig. 1. Layout of one cell of the SSRF storage ring.

3 COD responses to magnet vibra-

tions

3.1 Orbit stability and noise sources

One of the major goals for present and future light

sources is to achieve high orbit stability of the elec-

tron beam at the photon source points over a wide

frequency range. Although specific requirement of

beam stability varies from experiment to experiment,

general orbit stability with 10% or better of the beam

size at photon source points is widely considered as

the criteria[3]. The orbit stability requirements at dif-

ferent photon source points of the SSRF storage ring

is given in Table 2.

Vibrations of the quadrupole magnets, which lead

to orbit motion in the storage ring, can be resulted

from either external or internal sources. External

sources include seismic ground motion, traffic and vi-

brating equipment far from the storage ring. Internal

vibration sources, on the other hand, are those close

to the storage ring in the experimental area or the

inner area of the machine, including vibrations from

the linac and booster and associated equipment, such

as cooling water pipes, vacuum pumps and etc.

Table 2. Orbit stability requirements at photon source points.

horizontal vertical
PSP∗

position/µm divergence/µrad position/µm divergence/µrad

long SS# < 23 < 2 < 2 < 0.3
short SS < 16 < 3 < 1 < 0.3
dipole < 5 < 9 < 2 < 0.2

Note: * PSP=photon source point, #SS=straight section.

An extensive investigation of noise sources has

been carried out[4]. It is shown that the ground vi-

bration is a problematic issue for orbit stability of

the SSRF storage ring, with typically 200 nm rms

integrated displacement between 0.1—100 Hz, which

is one order of magnitude larger than other sites of

worldwide synchrotron light sources and accelerator

laboratories[5, 6]. As shown in Fig. 2, the major con-

tribution is from 0.1—5 Hz range, with a so-called 7 s

hum peak induced by sea waves, one sharp peak or

sometimes two peaks around 1—1.5 Hz, whose cause

has not been clearly identified, and a broad spectrum

between 2—5 Hz due to heavy traffic nearby.

Fig. 2. Comparisons of ground vibration situations.

3.2 Response to random vibrations

Internal noise sources generate a quasi-random

distribution of the quadrupole motions. It is known

that COD induced by quadrupole motions can be ex-

pressed in formula below[7],

uCOD =

√
βuo

2sin(πνu)

∑

n

√
βun(KL)n∆un cos(φun−πνu),

(1)

where νu is the betatron tune, (KL)un and ∆un

are the integrated strength and motion of the n-th

quadrupole respectively, βun and φun are the beta

function and the phase advance relative to the ob-

servation point at the n-th quadrupole point respec-

tively, and βuothe beta function at the observation

point. u stands for x and y for horizontal and verti-

cal direction respectively.

For randomly distributed vibrations around the

storage ring, we can define an rms amplification fac-

tor (AF),

Au =
〈uCOD〉rms

〈∆u〉
rms

=

√
βuo

2
√

2sin(πνu)

√∑

n

(KL)2nβun .

(2)

For the SSRF storage ring lattice[2], we have

Ax = 17.572
√

βx, Ay = 10.346
√

βy, (3)

where Ax and Ay are the horizontal and vertical am-

plification factor respectively, and βx and βy are the

horizontal and vertical beta function in meter respec-

tively.

In reality, a series of quadrupoles is supported by a

girder. We assume there is no relative motion with re-
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spect the girder thus the correlated motion of focusing

and defocusing quadrupoles will partially compensate

their effects, which is called girder local correlation

compensation effect (GLCCE) hereafter.

Detailed simulation with Accelerator Toolbox

(AT)[8] shows that the amplification factor is effec-

tively suppressed, with horizontal and vertical reduc-

tion by around 50% and 80% respectively.

Ax = 9
√

βx, Ay = 1.7
√

βy, (4)

3.3 Response to plane wave vibrations

Quadrupole motion can also be induced by exter-

nal sources far from machine site. As the short wave-

lengths are strongly damped by the ground, these

long distance waves are featured by long wavelengths

and induce a correlated motion between different

parts of the ring which can come into resonance with

the betatron oscillation[9].

Simulation strategy is adopted from Rossbach’s

model proposed in Ref. [9], as show in Fig. 3. We

choose the geometric center of the ring as reference

point, and the observation points are the locations of

concern, e.g., photon source points.

The ground wave can be classified into two cate-

gories, i.e., compression wave and shear wave. First

of all we consider the compression wave effect.

Fig. 3. Schematic view of Rossbach’s model.

The surface ground vibration can be described by

a large number M of plane ground waves coming from

arbitrary direction θm, with angular frequency ω, ve-

locity of propagation υ, phase ϕm with respect to ref-

erence point and amplitude ẑm
[9]. The vertical motion

of the n-th quadrupole magnet is given by

∆yn(t) =
M∑

m=1

ẑmRe exp

{
i

[
ωt+

ωR

υ
cos(θn−θm)+ϕm

]}
, (5)

and horizontal motion is given by

∆xn(t) =

M∑

m=1

ẑm cos(θn−θm)Re exp

{
i

[
ωt+

ωR

υ
cos(θn−θm)+ϕm

]}
, (6)

where R is the average radius of ring, θn azimuthal

position of the n-th quadrupole magnet with respect

to the observation point.

Substituting equation (5) and (6) into formula (1)

or setting quadrupole misalignments as (5) and (6) in

the AT code, we can get the COD and thus the re-

sponse function to an ensemble of incidence ground

waves. In reality, we don’t know all θm, ϕm and

ẑm. Instead, we can assume some statistical prop-

erties if a number of ensembles of ground waves is

considered. Therefore we assume that amplitudes,

directions and phases of different ensembles are inde-

pendent and all directions and phases are randomly

distributed, just the same as Rossbach did in Ref. [9].

Averaged response function over all these ensembles

can be obtained straightforwardly. Again GLCCE

has also been taken into account. The result of ver-

tical direction is shown in Fig. 4, where GLCCE is

clearly indicated. It is also clearly shown that, at

high frequency range, the response converges into the

random value, and the first resonance peak, i.e., wave-

length of ground wave equals to betatron wavelength

is observed, noticing that the vertical betatron tune

of the SSRF storage ring is 11.32.

Fig. 4. rms vertical response function to ground wave.

Secondly we consider the shear wave effect. It

is found[4] that it only has effects on the horizontal

direction and is of less importance. Therefore, here-

after we will only consider the vertical response to

compression ground waves.

3.4 Effect of gradient bending magnet

As aforementioned, quadrupole motion can pro-

duce COD, therefore it might be interesting to con-

sider contribution from a special magnet, dipole with
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radial gradient. Here we just replace the SSRF stor-

age ring lattice with the initially designed combined

function lattice[10], while retaining the supporting

scheme as shown in Fig. 1. In such circumstances,

contribution from gradient bending magnet is respon-

sible for the differences.

With regard to response to random vibrations,

only a slight difference is observed. As for response to

plane wave like magnet vibrations, the response func-

tion of the combined function lattice is 3—4 times

higher than that of the separated function lattice, as

shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Comparison of vertical response func-

tion at the center of long straight section.

4 Estimate of ground motion effect

Based on the previous results, ground vibration

effect on the orbit stability can be practically esti-

mated with the following formula,

σCOD(f) =

√∫ fmax

f

PSDgm×Trgirder×R2
Latticedf ,

(7)

where PSDgm is the power spectrum density of

ground vibration, Trgirder transfer function of girder

and RLattice response function of lattice.

The result of vertical direction at the center of

standard straight section is shown in Fig. 6, where

we assume the velocity for every frequency is identi-

cal, equal to 110 m/s as early measurement indicated,

and the ground motion spectrum in Ref. [6] and girder

transfer function in Ref. [11] is utilized.

Fig. 6. Ground motion effects on beam orbit motion.

5 Conclusions

The use of quadrupole girders, which introduce

GLCCEs, is very beneficial to suppress the response

function of COD to magnet vibrations. At high

frequency range, the response converges into the ran-

dom value. First resonance peak, i.e., wavelength

of ground wave equals to betatron wavelength, is ob-

served. In the view of sensitivity to magnet vibration,

current lattice, separated function lattice, is better

than ever considered combined function lattice under

the same supporting scheme, with a reduction factor

of 3—4. The ground motion effect on horizontal or-

bit stability at the SSRF storage ring is negligible;

however, in the vertical direction it exceeds stability

criteria during the noisy period due to the severe

ground vibration situation, which suggests fast orbit

feedback is highly desired to achieve sub-micron orbit

stability at the SSRF storage ring.
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